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The c.rystallographic orientation dependence of the far-infrared (FIR) light generated at the
(001) surface of a zincblende semiconductor is shown to derive principally from bulk
difference-frequency mixing. A strong modulation is observed for 1-GW/cm* pulses on InP,
which demonstrates that the radiated FIR wave produced by bulk optical rectification is
comparable to that generated by the transport of photoinjected carriers. Using the bulk
rectification light as a clock, we show that more than 95% of the light produced from an InP
( 111) crystal by lOO-fs, lOO+J pulses is generated in a time shorter than the excitation pulse.

A subpicosecond pulse of visible light reflected off the
surface of a semiconductor generates a short pulse of farinfrared (FIR) light in the direction of specular reflection.“’ This phenomenon was first explained as the dipole
radiation of a time-changing current of photoinjected
charge carriers in the static depletion field near the semiconductor surface. This current surge mechanism successfully explained the observed intensity maximum for incidence near the Brewster angle and the TM polarization of
the emitted FIR radiation. However, it was unsuccessful in
accounting for the modulation of the FIR light observed at
high intensity as the crystalline semiconductor wafer was
rotated about the surface normal. An alternative explanation was proposed3 in which the FIR light was produced
by difference-frequency mixing from an effective secondorder nonlinear susceptibility proportional to the depletion
field. A calculation of the strength of this field-induced
optical rectification mechanism suggested that it could account for the observed magnitude of FIR light and its
dependence on polarization and polarity of the surface
field. It was furthermore suggested’ that the crystallographic dependence of the FIR intensity could be simply
explained by this nonlinear optical model. Field-induced
optical rectification has recently been observed from biased
quantum wells, in which the perpendicular transport of
charges was suppressed by the barriers.4 A third mechanism, difference-frequency mixing from the bulk secondorder susceptibility, or bulk optical rectification, was assumed to be negligible.
In this letter we assess the relative strength of these
three mechanisms in InP, the semiconduc.tor observed to
produce the most FIR light. Our principal findings are (a)
of the three generation mechanisms, only bulk rectification
causes modulation with rotation on a (00 1) surface, and
bulk rectification causes the preponderance of rotation dependence on a ( 111) surface; (b) the relative importance
“kurrent address: Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, University
of Colorado, Boulder, CO 803094440.
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of bulk rectification grows dramatically with incident visible intensity, becoming comparable in magnitude to the
field-dependent mechanisms at intensities of order 1 GW/
cm’; and (c) on a ( 111) surface over 95% of the FIR light
energy is generated in a time shorter than the excitation
pulse width. The relative rise in importance of bulk rectification is most likely caused by reduction of the depletion
field by the photoinjected carriers.
The ability to discriminate between the three mechanisms comes from their different crystallographic and temporal dependence. We used the following experimental geometry. The collimated excitation beam (100 fs, 2.0 eV,
630 nm) was polarized in the plane of incidence (TM) and
incident on the surface of the InP crystal at a fixed angle
19~.The crystal was mounted on a computer-controlled
stage that allowed it to be rotated through an angle Q about
the surface normal. The reflected FIR pulse then passed
through a free-standing wire-grid polarizer oriented to
transmit either the TE or the TM light, which was detected
by a He-cooled bolometer.
FIR light generated by the current-surge mechanism
does not depend on crystallographic orientation because
the linear dielectric properties of cubic crystals are isotropic, and because the mass tensor for electrons in the r
valley of InP and GaAs is nearly isotropic. This light gives
a #-independent contribution to the measured signal. Recently it has been pointed out that for very short times,
before photoinjected carriers can scatter off phonons, the
ballistically accelerated carriers are sensitive to the crystal
symmetry.’ Nonetheless, little crystallographic dependence
was observed at low optical intensity,” which demonstrates
that the vast majority of the FIR light produced by the
current-surge mechanism is insensitive to crystal orientation. We therefore make the working definition that. the
current-surge light is independent of azimuthal angle.
FIR light generated by bulk optical rectification is governed by the symmetry of the second-order susceptibility
tensor, xc’), and is given by the expression
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where c!jI and eo2are optical frequencies, E is the electric
field in the nonlinear medium, P is the induced nonlinear
polnrization at the difference frequency a=~, -c+, and
repeated indices are summed over. In zincblende crystals,
such as InP and Ga4s, the only nonvanishing components
of “~$2 in the Cartesian frame of the conventional unit cell
are those without a repeated index, such as ,&$7 From this
one can show that for fixed 0; on a (001) surface the
generated TM field component is proportional to sin 24,
and the TE field component is proportional to cos 24,
where 4 is measured from the [UN] axis. On a ( 111 j surface, the TE wave is proportional to sin 3#, where 4 is
measured from the [Zii] direction, and the TM wave has a
component proportional to cos 3$ and (away from normal
incidence) one independent of 9.
The FIR polarization produced by field-induced optical rectification is given by the expression3

=liy--o~;LL)~) -~~~?,o)~j;-(~I)E;z(~z)~I(o),

(2)

where E(O) is the static depletion field directed along the
surface normal. In zincblonde crystals the nonvanishmg
components of ,~$!~ are SXXX=yyyy =zzzz, xxyy =J~~XX
“yyzz = zqy = ...xzz =zzx.y,
xyxy =Jfxy<x= xzxz =zvzx
=yzyz = zy-zy>and .u)?;tir=y~xy = xzzx =ZXXZ = yzzy = zyyz, 7
but due to frequency degeneracies (ol z w2 and ti ;=:0)) the
three independent components are XXXX, xyyx, and xyxy
=sxyy. On a (001) surface these components give rise to
a TM-polarized FIR wave that has no dependence on the
rotation angle 4, regardless of the polarization of the input.
Thus any TE-polarized FIR light must come from the bulk
p’s and any sinusoidal modulation of the TM-polarized
FIR light with Q, must also come from bulk rectification.
On a (111) surface the #-dependent contribution to the
TM (TE) wave is proportional to lY cos 3Cp (r sin 34),
where r = - iy ~vxx+.y~~~f 2~ x.iT. 2Su-g et al. have recently observed that the polarity of the radiated wave generated at a GaAs ( 111) surface at normal incidence does
not reverse when the direction of a 1 1-kV/cm static field is
reversed,S from which we infer that 1l?E,,< 1,x.$. As for a
(001) surf&e, the modulation for a ( 111) surface is therefore principally due to bulk rectification. There is also a
$-independent cont.ribut.ion to the TM FIR wave, which
includes a normally directed polarization proportional to
11= J&-xx _ 2.l&yz + 2.y ,EX *
Figure 1 shows the measured TE- and TM-polarized
FIR. intensity generated from an InP (001) surface as a
function of rotation angle $. The excitation fluence and Bi
were 120 /tJ/cm’ and 66” for the TM data and 250 pJ/crn’
and 4Y for the TE data, which have been magnified by a
factor of 5 for clarity. From the foregoing discussion we
know that the TE light arises solely from bulk rectification
3483
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FIG. 1. TM- and TE-polarized FIR intensity for lOO-fs, ZeV, T M excitation pulses incident on an InP (001) wafer as a function of rotation
angle Q measured from the [UN] axis. The incidence angle was 66” for the
T M data, and 45” for the TE data, which have been magnified by a factor
of 5 for clarity. Curves through the T M data are fits to IFIR
= (c,
+c, sin L$)‘-tc$ for the broken line, q=O. The solid line gives c1 :c2:c3
= 1:0.58:1.11.

and its amplitude is proportional to cos 2#~.Since the bolometer detects the integrated intensity, the observed signal
is proportional to co? 24.
All three mechanisms contribute to the TM light and
we expect the FIR intensity to be IFIR a (EFrR)‘= (c,
tc, sin 2#)‘, where cl is the sum of contributions from the
current-surge and field-induced rectification and c2 expresses the contribution from bulk rectification. The best fit
to this function is shown by the dashed line in the figure;
although the correlation is reasonably good, a much better
lit is obtained using the more general function
IFIR= (cl +q sin ~c#)“+c:.

(3)

The coefficient c3 here represents a +-independent contribution to the detected light that does not interfere with the
bulk-rectification term. This term arises from the different
duration of the current-surge pulse. Both the bulkrectification and field-induced optical rectification mechanisms are instantaneous, whereas the acceleration of photoinjected carriers is expected to continue for some time
after the excitation pulse. The tail of the current-surge
pulse, therefore, has no bulk-rectification light with which
to interfere, and so appears as a constant offset. The fit
gives the coefficients ci in the ratios cl :c2:c3= 1.72:1:1.92,
which shows that more than half the FIR light is generated
by the instantaneous mechanisms at this high excitation
intensity.
Greater modulation with Q was observed on an InP
( 111) surface. In Fig. 2 the normalized TM-polarized FIR
intensity is plotted versus 4 for three angles of incidence.
The excitation fluence was greater than 140 @ /cm” for
each trace. The data were fitted to the function
IFIRG$) = (q+cz

cos 3$)“+c$

(4)

with (p measured from the [Zii] direction. In this case, all
three mechanisms contribute to cl, c, comes from bulk
Saeta, Greene, and Chuang
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FIG. 2. Normalized TM-polarized FIR intensity from an InP (111 j
surface vs rotation angle 4 for incidence angles 0,=4Y’, 66”, and 72”. The
TM-polarized excitation fluence was greater than 140 @/cm’ for each
curve. Curves through the data points are fits to IfIR(+) = (cl
+ cz cos 3+)‘+&
The inset shows data and fits near the minimum on an
expanded vertical scale.

rectification, and the tail of the current-surge light gives
rise to c3 as before. The fits are excellent and show that
almost all the energy ( > 95%) is contained in the instantaneous terms c1 and c2; there is relatively very little
current-surge tail. This is primarily due to the more efficient coupling of the optical fields to the symmetry-allowed
components of x’*’ on a ( 111) surface. Furthermore, the
data show increasing modulation as 0, decreases, with a
zero crossing near +=46” for 0,=450. This dependence can
be understood qualitatively by noting that the normally
directed current or polarization radiates with an efficiency
proportional to Bi for small 8i, vanishing at normal incidence.’ Bulk rectification, however, has a transverse component that radiates with decreasing efficiency away from
normal incidence. The combination of these two effects
thus leads to decreasing modulation with 6,. Since the instantaneous terms produce a rectified wave according to
EFIR(~) ~#ptNI-j
/at2 a #1,,/& ‘, the pulse duration of
the FIR wave is even shorter than that of the optical excitation pulse.’
In summary, we have analyzed the FIR pulse generated from InP (00 1) and ( 111) surfaces by high-intensity
.- lOO-fs above-band-gap pulses to determine the relative
contribution of the current surge, bulk rectification, and
field-induced optical rectification mechanisms. The strong
modulation of the generated FIR intensity as the sample is
rotated about the surface normal demonstrates the increasing importance of the bulk-rectification contribution as the
excitation intensity is increased above .- 10 pJ/cm”. This
relative growth arises because bulk rectification does not
require the surface field, as the other two mechanisms do,
and is thus less susceptible to screening. Above - 100 pJ/’
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cm’ the degree of modulation remains nearly constant with
intensity, showing that all significant mechanisms saturate
equally at high intensity. A simple Drude calculation of the
attenuation length of the FIR wave caused by the photoexcited plasma, based on the measured terahertz mobility,” gives a value only slightly longer than the penetration
depth of the excitation pulse, indicating appreciable absorption of the generated FIR. In this high-fluence regime,
optical rectification was observed to account for -65% of
the light on a (001) surface, and up to > 95% on a (111)
surface. A constant base line offset in the rotational dependence data demonstrates the presence of a long-lived tail to
the light generated by the photoinjected current for nonnormal incidence.
The strength of bulk rectification at high excitation
intensity implies that very broadband THz pulses can be
generated from 113 surfaces in a geometry that excludes
radiation from transport; i.e., along the normal of a ( 111)
surface. The duration of such pulses will be determined by
that of the visible excitation pulse, except when the bandwidth of the (transform-limited)
excitation pulse approaches the rehstrahlen peak at 9.2 THz, which may
cause ringing and spectral narrowing. Furthermore,
difference-frequency mixing from two distinct femtosecond
pulses should provide a simple and reasonably efficient
means of generating short pulses of tunable light. in the
FIR and IR.
S. L. C. thanks C. S. Chang for helpful discussions and
the Office of Naval Research for support under Grant No.
NOOO14-90-J-1821.
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